Code Robot Quick Facts
What Code Robot does

Code Robot Trial

Code Robot generates Apex code
from existing data in your org.
Developers pick any number of
records and collect them in a project.
A simple click will generate
deployable, readable Apex test code
ready to use in the tests. Bulk inserts
and the relationships within the project
are handled by Code Robot.

After the installation, Code Robot is fully
functional for limited number of
invocations and display a trial mode
message in the user interface:

Benefits for the Developer.
Depending on personal and
organizational quality standards,
Code Robot will save between 5% and
30% of coding time as it drastically
simplifies the tedious task of setting up
the data for test cases.
We will leave it up to you to decide
whether the time savings translate into
higher productivity, better test
coverage and code quality or a
reduction of your developers’ stress
level J

Benefits for the Organization
Code Robot will inevitably and (we
think) obviously result in significant time
savings and quality improvements.
Salesforce code simply gets better
with more passing unit tests that hit
more data variations.

Purchase Code Robot
You can purchase Code Robot on our
website https://code-robot.com.
Our shopping cart supports month-tomonth subscriptions via credit cards
and yearly subscriptions via credit
cards and check/wire transfers.

Security
Code Robot operates in read-only
mode and never alters or creates
data in the environment it executes in.

Privacy
As an essential part of its functionality,
Code Robot sends user and usage
information to our CRM server.
Code Robot sends only aggregated
information. Neither the data in your
ORG nor the generated code is ever
transmitted to us.

Pricing
A single user Enterprise license starts
at $83 per user and month, for a
Consulting license $108 with a yearly
commitment ($100/$130 for month-tomonth). Volume pricing is available.
The Enterprise license is for
developers working within one
production ORG and works with any
number of development and test
environments.
The consulting license is designed for
users working with many different
production, test and development
ORGs.
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Contact Us! What do you think?
Email: info@code-robot.com
Phone: (206) 802-0813
SMS: (206) 802-0813
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